In the aftermath of hurricanes “Irma” and “Maria”, partners call on UNHRD to get relief items to the affected areas.

Hurricane Response

RRT spends five intensive weeks assisting in the region, setting up a staging area in Haiti and further travelling throughout the region supporting equipment installation and providing on-site assistance for both the receipt and dispatch of humanitarian cargo.

RRT in the Caribbean

Laura Boldrini, the President of the Italian Chamber of Deputies and former WFP AED Ramiro Lopes da Silva, tour the Brindisi facilities, reinforcing the partnership between WFP and the Italian government.

Visit to UNHRD Brindisi

UNHRD delivered life-saving shelter and medical supplies for the Italian government to Mexico, following a devastating earthquake in September 2017.

Earthquake in Mexico

Support items leave UNHRD Panama for Gobierno Nacional de Panama and KOICA after heavy floods in Peru affect local communities.

Peru Floods

In-kind flights provided by the UPS Foundation, WFP is able to send enough High Energy Biscuits for 22,000 people in drought affected areas from UNHRD Dubai. A further 85 MT of non-food items are dispatched for Irish Aid.

Somalia Drought

Over 500FT of humanitarian throughput UNHRD Dubai and Kandla Terminals for Bangladesh, where 100,000 ready-to-use displaced Rohingya.
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In 2017, 4 humanitarian organizations join the UNHRD network to deliver their vital assistance across the globe, raising the total number of partners to 86.
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